
 
How are Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs) relevant to small-cap investors? 
 
In 1998, there were over 7000 publicly traded companies; 20 years later, this number has been cut in 
half to around 3500. This decline in publicly traded companies has led to more investment dollars 
chasing fewer companies and leading to higher valuations. Investors allocate to small cap stocks for the 
chance to earn outsized returns. These returns often come from companies with strong growth profiles 
and those which are underappreciated by the market. With the number of stocks declining over the past 
20 years, it has been hard for active managers to find these opportunities at the right price.  
  
Yet, because of SPACs, this nearly quarter-century trend is set to change.  
  
Over the past year and a half, there have been over 570 new Special Purpose Acquisition Companies, or 
SPACs, formed raising over $180 billion. These companies will most likely be using additional debt and 
equity capital of at least 3x this amount, meaning, there is currently over $500 bill of capital looking to 
bring companies back into the public markets. Of the 53 SPACs that have found operating companies, or 
De-Spac'd, since 2019, 85% of them are considered micro and small cap stocks today. As these continue 
to proliferate, we see the opportunity set for smaller cap investors improving dramatically in the future.  
 
Are Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs) beneficial to equity markets or investors? 
  
There are mixed opinions about SPACs and whether they are good for the markets or not. There are 
certainly high costs in the form of warrants and additional equity raises. However, one of the most 
controversial things about SPACs from an end-investor point of view is the sponsor promote. Similar to 
private equity investors, SPAC sponsors are compensated for their initial investment by receiving a 
“promote” for a nominal fee or even for free. The promote is typically 20-25%, which serves to dilute 
the stake of the common equity investor before the De-Spacing is complete. Yet we believe there are 
enough advantages for companies and investors alike to go public via a SPAC which outweigh these high 
costs.  

  
When or in which sectors does a SPAC make sense? 
It is hard for a business to go public via a traditional offering. In addition to the preparation of financial 
statements to conform to GAAP accounting, management teams need to be skilled at presenting their 
story to large institutional investors. And even then, it may not be enough. If the market currently is 
enthralled with electronic vehicles and artificial intelligence, a low-growth physical therapy business is 
unlikely to garner enough institutional attention to warrant a listing. This is when a SPAC makes sense.  
  
A SPAC is ideal for companies that may not fit the theme of the moment. They are more flexible 
investment vehicles and allow a business from any industry to go public. They can raise equity capital 
like an IPO, choose to raise no new capital and simply provide existing shareholders a monetization 
event or recapitalize the business away from debt and into more secure equity capital.  
  
Where do you see attractive opportunities in SPACs? 
As investors in smaller companies, we believe SPACs represent a tremendous opportunity for a few 
reasons: 

1. Sponsors, management, and existing shareholders - usually private equity firms - are all aligned 
with new shareholders to benefit greatly from a rising stock price. It is rare for a private equity 



firm to simply add value by financial engineering anymore. Companies usually require their 
operating expertise to improve the business and this has created longer holding periods which 
may extend beyond the life of the private equity fund. Using a SPAC allows the private equity firm 
to mark to market their existing holding and still participate on the upside of the business.  

2. Public disclosure is more robust. Because it is a merger and not an IPO, the disclosures are 
different. Often the S-4 registration will contain discussions around forward looking projections 
and how the business was independently valued. Forward looking disclosures are prohibited in an 
initial public offering document. All this extra information helps the fundamental analyst 
determine the intrinsic value of the business.  

3. Lack of analyst coverage. The average holding in the Russell 2000 Index has about 6-7 analysts 
covering the name while the average business coming public via a de-spacing process is around 3. 
This lack of information dissemination creates a huge opportunity set for active small cap 
investors to capitalize on their core research capabilities and this is why we are more excited for 
the future of small cap investing than we’ve been in years. 

 


